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Space-faring ne'er-do-well Rex Nihlo tries to score his biggest payday yet by swindling both the Malarchian Empire and the Revolting Front, but he and his faithful robot sidekick might finally be in over their
heads.
Embrace and revel in the stories of the toughest cyclists of all time, told by The Velominati, originators of The Rules. Read and get ready to ride . . . In cycling, suffering brings glory: a rider's value can be
judged by their results, but also by their panache and heroism. Prepared to be awed and inspired by Chris Froome riding on at the Tour de France with a broken wrist or Geraint Thomas finishing it with a
broken pelvis. In The Hardmen the writers behind cycling superblog Velominati.com and The Rules will tell the stories and illuminate the myths of not just the greatest cyclists ever, but the toughest. From
Eddy Merckx to Beryl Burton, and from Marianne Vos to Edwig Van Hooydonk, the book will lay bare the secrets of their extraordinary and inspirational endurance in the face of pain, danger and disaster.
After all, suffering is one of the joys of being a cyclist. Embrace climbs, relish the descents, and get ready to harden up. . .
The most comprehensive manual of the practice of insight meditation (vipassana), written by one of its foremost 20th century proponents, is translated into English for the first time. Manual of Insight is the
magnum opus of Mahasi Sayadaw, one of the originators of the “vipassana movement” that has swept through the Buddhist world over the last hundred years. The manual presents a comprehensive
overview of the practice of insight meditation, including the foundational aspects of ethical self-discipline, understanding the philosophical framework for the practice, and developing basic concentration and
mindfulness. It culminates with an in-depth exploration of the various types of insight and spiritual fruits that the practice yields. Authored by the master who brought insight meditation to the West and whose
students include Joseph Goldstein, Jack Kornfield, and Sharon Salzberg, Manual of Insight is a veritable Bible for any practitioner of vipassana.
British Historical Facts, 1830-1900 comes as an original and pioneering attempt to provide within a single volume a comprehensive yet readily accessible source-book of facts and figures on the Victorian
period.
"It is the smile of a baby that makes worth living and as parents you lay the foundation for this smile." When it comes to oral care in children as well as in pregnant women, most of us are guided by many
misconceptions and irrational fears that has been passed on through generations. Dental care is neglected among expectant mothers as well as children mainly due to these existing barriers which prevent
them from visiting a dentist. From dispelling myths associated to dental care to implementing good oral habits in pregnant mothers as well as in infants, this book provides an insight to readers about the
significance of maternal oral health and its implications on the child's overall dental health and how practicing good oral habits in children soon after birth can help them lead a life free tooth decay. A Road to
Healthy Smiles offers useful tips and practical guide for good oral health in all mothers to be as well as for your tiny tots. "Your oral health is a gateway to your child's healthy mouth"
What makes life different? After all it is a journey paved by a series of decisions and their consequences. It is this very summation that poses unanswerable questions in front of all our personas. Will each one
of them find suitable answers or will things turn out for the worse? Based on crossroads we all face in life, ‘Stillness in Chaos’ is a small culmination of insightful stories which personify human emotions and
aim to evoke a sense of reflection.
A mythologist and a historian are working on a project collaboratively about the ancient landlords. Soon, they join hands with Frank, an Anglo-Indian, who tells them about a strange and mysterious place that
once belonged to a landlord. The intrigued trio then sets off on a fearful and adventurous journey in search of occult knowledge that has been lost in time and buried deep under the shrouds of history. Will
their craving for the esoteric and adventure make them successful in finding all the lost answers?
Technology! We all love it! But do you know how it will look in the future? What type of technology we will use in the future? Will there be any smartphones? Computers? In this book, I have written about the
future of technology in various fields such as Education, Transportation, Smartphones, Warfare, etc. As we all know, every coin has two sides. Technology also has two sides: positive and negative. I have
also talked about the future of technology in a positive way and also in a negative way. Technology has many negative sides as well as positive sides. This book will take you to another level of the technology
world where you’ll get to know about its future.
We all want to stay fit and healthy. Don’t we? We all dread the thought of visiting a doctor or a hospital. Don’t we? Unfortunately, the air that we breathe in is full of hazardous pollutants, the food that we eat
is full of chemicals and the water that we drink is devoid of any minerals! All this makes us weak and sick. Our hectic and mindless lifestyle further deteriorates our body and mind. Unfortunately, due to all
this, visiting a doctor regularly is unavoidable. Each one of us is different and reacts differently to what we eat and what we do. This book is an honest attempt to help you understand your unique body along
with its dosha & guna prakriti. The Daily Yoga Plan including yoga asanas, pranayama or breathing exercises, mudras, meditation and diet plan, will keep you fit and healthy forever. Further, this book also
guides you to prevent and cure the most common lifestyle diseases prevalent these days. The recommended Daily Healing Plan along with Neuro Healing Meditation (NHM) will help fight the ailment and
make you fit and healthy. The suggested plan is quite simple and will ensure that you never visit a doctor again!
Would you instinctively start planning for the event, or start planning how to delegate the task to someone else? -‘OMG this book! So so so heartbreaking, my heart broke… My god it was fabulous, the writing style and storyline were brilliant and well written... This book will stay with me for a long long time and definitely
on my favs of 2020!’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? I will not think about it anymore. I won’t think about her. My lost little sister with her beautiful smile, her chestnut-coloured eyes. My sister who I couldn’t
protect. If you passed Alice on the street, you couldn’t help but smile. At how she holds hands with her husband, Jack, who she has been with since she was at university. At the way she admires her three
boys, the centre of her universe. But if you looked very closely, you’d see how tightly she holds Jack’s hand, afraid to let go. You’d see how carefully she watches her boys, scared to look away. You’d see
her smile fading in a matter of seconds, and the pain she hides behind her eyes. She has told Jack that she ran away from home when she was younger – but she didn’t tell him the whole story. Her husband
doesn’t know about the guilt she bears about her little sister she failed to save. Now, after a lifetime of fresh starts, Alice can feel her past playing catch-up. She is sure she is being watched, certain she is
being followed. She may not be able to stop her secret coming out – but can she stop the world she has lovingly built collapsing in on her? This utterly heartbreaking, beautifully written and gripping family
drama examines just how far we are willing to go for our loved ones, and the desperate decisions we make when we have no other choice. Fans of Jodi Picoult, Kerry Fisher and Liane Moriarty will be blown
away by this incredibly moving tale. Readers absolutely love The Nowhere Girl: ‘One of a kind. I think fans of Jodi Picoult, Liane Moriarty and others will love this one. I was blown away by the story and the
characters.’ Crossroad Reviews ‘Jeez, Louise!!! This story kept me reading and reading like there was no tomorrow!... I adored it… It made my heart sing and weep. It made my eyes leak and my mouth
smile. It was utterly gripping and devastating.’ B for Book Review, 5 stars ‘An incredible book by an incredible writer!... Had me hooked from the very first page and kept me reading right through the night. I
am a relatively slow reader but I devoured this book in one sitting as I just couldn’t put it down.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Wow, just wow!!!!!... So amazing and beautifully written... I loved it so much...
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An emotional rollercoaster that I never wanted to get off from.’ Blue Moon Blogger, 5 stars ‘Jaw-droppingly good!... One of the most evocative, captivating books that I had the pleasure to have read…
Exquisitely crafted… Unequivocally one of the best books that I have read.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘All I can say is WOW!… I couldn’t put the book down.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘OMG… What
can I say?... Nicole took me on a journey… It felt so real, I cried.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘WOW… I loved this one.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘Oh my, what a story! I absolutely loved it from beginning to
end.’ NetGalley Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Captivating. I was hooked from the first sentence and had to keep reading until I got to the end… It had my heart racing… I wish I could give it SIX stars!’ Reading Down
Under, 5 stars ‘Oh my goodness, what a fantastic book… A definite “edge of seater”. Well done, Nicole, I look forward to your next masterpiece.’ NetGalley Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I couldn’t stop reading!... I read
the last half of the book all in one morning (during a snow day from school!). Couldn’t put it down!... I am not a person who typically gets emotional when I read books but the last 4–5 chapters had me so
emotionally connected.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I finished just moments ago and the only word that comes to mind is “wow!” I am blown away by the author’s ability to create such a painful, beautiful
story… I felt everything from joy to anger. This story deserves great praise. I will be telling everyone about it and can’t wait for people to read it!’ NetGalley Reviewer, 5 stars
The book deals with the evolution of the petroleum industry in Assam. The story revolves around a young engineer Williams McLloyds, who arrives at Digboi in 1925. Williams is witness to the changing times
and also of Digboi, as his professional career ascends to a great height. But it’s not the lone story of Williams either. H.B Buchanan’s love for local history and culture as well as its complexities, Towlar’s
audacity, Bhup Singh’s technical acumen, Fullerton's farsightedness, Lady Flemming’s compassion and many more also play an equally important role in that journey. Some of the incidents in this novel are
based on real-life incidents.
Introduction to Linear Algebra, Sixth Edition, is a foundation text that bridges both practical computation and theoretical principles. This book's flexible table of contents makes it suitable for students majoring
in science and engineering as well as students who want an introduction to mathematical abstraction and logical reasoning.A To achieve this flexibility, the authors focus on three principle topics: matrix theory
and systems of linear equations, elementary vector space concepts, and the eigenvalue problem. This highly adaptable text is appropriate for a one-quarter or one-semester course at the sophomore/junior
level, or for a more advanced class at the junior/senior level.
Students who have used Smith/Minton's Calculus say it is easier to read than any other math book they've used. Smith/Minton wrote the book for the students who will use it, in a language that they
understand, and with the expectation that their backgrounds may have gaps. Smith/Minton provide exceptional, reality-based applications that appeal to students' interests and demonstrate the elegance of
math in the world around us. Features new to the third edition include: * Many new exercises and examples (for a total of 7,000 exercises and 1000 examples throughout the book) provide a careful balance
of routine, intermediate and challenging exercises * New exploratory exercises in every section that challenge students to make connections to previous introduced material. * New commentaries ("Beyond
Formulas") that encourage students to think mathematically beyond the procedures they learn. * New counterpoints to the historical notes, "Today in Mathematics," stress the contemporary dynamism of
mathematical research and applications, connecting past contributions to the present. * An enhanced discussion of differential equations and additional applications of vector calculus. * Exceptional Media
Resources: Within MathZone, instructors and students have access to a series of unique Conceptual Videos that help students understand key Calculus concepts that are among the most difficult to
comprehend, Interactive Applets that help students master concepts and procedures, algorithmically generated exercises, and "e-Professor" animations.
India is at the crossroads. Never before in its 70 years of independence, has the idea of peaceful coexistence been under a severe threat. The last decade or so has seen the spectacular or rather, an
alarming rise of the Indian right, spearheaded by the RSS. The group, apart from the shakeup it has created to the volatile political landscape, has also mesmerised a large number of young Indians towards a
false narrative of nationalism based on majoritarianism. Unless the Indians, young and old, many of whom are abetting a majoritarian mindset, exhibit an intellectual honesty, the idea of a shining India shall
soon give way to a shrieking India.
The Fifth Edition of A History of the Roman People continues to provide a comprehensive analytical survey of Roman history from its prehistoric roots in Italy and the wider Mediterranean world to the
dissolution of the Roman Empire in Late Antiquity in A.D. 600. Clearly organized and highly readable, the text's narrative of major political and military events provides a chronological and conceptual
framework for the social, economic, and cultural developments of the periods covered. Major topics are treated separately so that students can easily grasp key concepts and ideas.
Emerging Trends in Mechanical EngineeringSelect Proceedings of ICETME 2018Springer Nature
Ideal gift for the professional in your life - 6x9 119 page custom notebook - perfect for secret santa or a co-worker colleague - unique specialist personalised gift!
An obnoxious teenager Clary whose life has been nothing but normal, meets a boy. After meeting the boy her life turns around quickly as she steps onto the best roller coaster ride she has ever been. The
trivial spurts of happiness along with romantic escapes start making her believe that life couldn’t have been better until she finds out that her life has been under an impending curse that may shatter
everything she has been holding onto…
This book reviews the current state of all types of electromagnetic testing techniques and considers the implications of innovations for future inspection practice both in Europe and Japan.This volume
provides researchers with an overview of exchanges on the subjects of ACPD and ACFM from both Japanese and continental perspectives. For instance: the Japanese project of applied electromagnetic
theory to inspect nuclear power plants and the theory of signal inversion for flaw identification. Topics covered are: - Inversion, imaging and flaw reconstruction - Advanced signal processing - Artificial
intelligence and neural networks - Modelling, simulation and benchmark problems - Reliability of inspections, new techniques and novel sensors - Automation of data acquisition and processing The work
covers a wide range of disciplines and will therefore serve a large number of researchers of electromagnetic theory for the next millenium.
Pretty, flighty Daisy Devreaux can either go to jail or marry the mystery man her father has chosen for her. Arranged marriages don't happen in the modern world, so how did the irrepressible Daisy find
herself in this fix? Alex Markov, as humorless as he is deadly handsome, has no intention of playing the loving bridegroom to a spoiled little feather-head with champagne tastes. He drags Daisy from her
uptown life to a broken down traveling circus and sets out to tame her to his ways. But this man without a soul has met his match in a woman who's nothing but heart. Before long, passion will send them
flying sky high without a safety net... risking it all in search of a love that will last forever.
"Teen Be Serene" is based on the emotional dealings which a teen suffers through. Resplendent thoughts, Prominent dreams and much more; but how to achieve it? Exasperating days, Family conflicts,
Anger; but how to overcome it? We all are story makers (a God's gift) (ya; that's overthinking) yup there was a hint of sarcasm above. All your queries and its remedies are here! So, let's begin!
Refine the skills needed to become an accomplished professional carpenter with the in-depth coverage and practical applications found in Carpentry, 6E. This popular bestseller by well-known expert Floyd
Vogt presents the intricate system of contemporary light frame building construction using step-by-step procedures. CARPENTRY, 6E follows the logical path of a residential project, using thorough
explanations and easy-to-follow diagrams to explore building plans, sitework and layout, footings and foundations, framing, interior and exterior surfaces, cabinetry, and more. This edition blends traditional
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construction techniques with today's latest practices, including contemporary safety tools, alternative construction, such as concrete forms, and green building techniques. This edition also introduces more
commercial drawings and construction. Photo-realistic drawings showcase concepts and procedures with detailed, easy to understand information. The new online CourseMate provides interactive learning
tools to further ensure carpentry success. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
What is mechanical engineering? What a mechanical engineering does? How did the mechanical engineering change through ages? What is the future of mechanical engineering? This book answers these
questions in a lucid manner. It also provides a brief chronological history of landmark events and answers questions such as: When was steam engine invented? Where was first CNC machine developed?
When did the era of additive manufacturing start? When did the marriage of mechanical and electronics give birth to discipline of mechatronics? This book informs and create interest on mechanical
engineering in the general public and particular in students. It also helps to sensitize the engineering fraternity about the historical aspects of engineering. At the same time, it provides a common sense
knowledge of mechanical engineering in a handy manner.
A unique, arresting and versatile document of the traumatic earthquake which hit Haiti in 2010 and its aftermath. Encased in a cardboard box, the project comprises 16 unbound posters and a map page
which draws attention to the epicentre and its rippling impact on the population of the island. The unique format allows the viewer to absorb each page individually or to hang the entire project. The visual
testimony to the events of the the first days after the event are provided by award-winning photographer Ron Haviv and the essay by esteemed writer Simon Winchester.
Guide C: Reference Data contains the basic physical data and calculations which form the crucial part of building services engineer background reference material. Expanded and updated throughout, the
book contains sections on the properties of humid air, water and steam, on heat transfer, the flow of fluids in pipes and ducts, and fuels and combustion, ending with a comprehensive section on units,
mathematical and miscellaneous data. There are extensive and easy-to-follow tables and graphs. ·Essential reference tool for all professional building services engineers ·Easy to follow tables and graphs
make the data accessible for all professionals ·Provides you with all the necessary data to make informed decisions
This book comprises select proceedings of the International Conference on Emerging Trends in Mechanical Engineering (ICETME 2018). The book covers various topics of mechanical engineering like
computational fluid dynamics, heat transfer, machine dynamics, tribology, and composite materials. In addition, relevant studies in the allied fields of manufacturing, industrial and production engineering are
also covered. The applications of latest tools and techniques in the context of mechanical engineering problems are discussed in this book. The contents of this book will be useful for students, researchers as
well as industry professionals.
Travel Mazes contains over 35 fun and colorful travel themed mazes for the youngest puzzler, including traditional mazes, string mazes, pattern mazes, and more! Specifically created for kids ages 3-6, this
activity book is filled with mazes -- and every twist and turn offers a unique first-puzzling experience! Beginning puzzlers will have fun and feel successful as they travel through each age-appropriate maze.
Along the way, they'll ride a roller coaster, help planes land safely, and blast off into outer space.
A Txtbook of Engineering Physics is written with two distinct objectives:to provied a single source of information for engineering undergraduates of different specializations and provied them a solid base in
physics.Successivs editions of the book incorporated topic as required by students pursuing their studies in various universities.In this new edition the contents are fine-tuned,modeinized and updated at
various stages.
Posture and its effect on the human body has been a subject of interest for the past two decades. An enormous volume of literature is available worldwide highlighting the facts about how to maintain proper
body mechanics and prevent overloading our muscles during work. In this era of mechanization, time has become the most valuable possession of man. Working over fourteen years as a physical therapist, I
have perceived that most of the pains and sufferings that my patients come up with are due to faulty postures they adopt at home or work, unknowingly. And most of them rarely gather time to attend
ergonomic classes or read a book on posture. Thus, it becomes quite imperative to create awareness among the general population about leading a pain-free life by maintaining correct body alignment. In this
book, I aimed to accentuate the various postural demands encountered during the everyday household chores as well as during different professional work situations. This handbook should serve as a quick
reference guide on how to maintain a correct posture during a wide range of activities.
The wildly inventive debut collection of stories by the Oscar-nominated star of The Social Network. “Hilarious . . . It’s a hoot” (People, The Best New Books). Jesse Eisenberg, known for his iconic film roles,
his regular pieces in the New Yorker and two critically acclaimed plays, proves himself “a deeply original comic voice” in these 28 stories” about the funniness, sadness, and strangeness of everyday life and
they really made me laugh” (Roz Chast). Moving from contemporary LA to the dorm rooms of an American college to ancient Pompeii, Eisenberg throws the reader into a universe of social misfits, reimagined
scenes from history, and ridiculous overreactions; a college freshman forced to live with a roommate is stunned when one of her ramen packets goes missing (“She didn’t have ‘one’ of my ramens. She had
a chicken ramen.”); Alexander Graham Bell has teething problems with his invention (“I’ve been calling Mabel all day, she doesn’t pick up! Yes, of course I dialed the right number—2!”); and in the title story,
a precocious and privileged nine-year-old boy finds himself in the uncomfortable position as an amateur restaurant critic. Featuring illustrations by award-winning cartoonist Jean Jillian, this “alphabet soup of
sketches, riffs, and innovations” (Seattle Times) explores the various insanities of the modern world, “playfully bringing both familiar and wholly original scenarios to life” (Marie Claire). A Fall Books Preview
Selection by Audible One of the Wall Street Journal’s 15 Books to Read This Fall One of USA Today’s Weekend Picks for Book Lovers One of People Magazine’s Best New Books
The Children of Sorrow is not a fictitious literature though it is written in a fashion of a novel. It is a kind of historical document of particular period. What author has done only that he recreated all characters
and thrown into new and dramatic circumstances. This is a lamentable tale of untouchables who were victims to unequal social system, poverty and discrimination. The author minutely observed the twists
and turns in their life till their involvement in three point formula of Dr Ambedkar “educate, organise and agitate”. The author explained how the untouchables were trapped in poverty, hunger, dearth and
starvation at all times. How the villages were turned in to prison by the high caste people and how the untouchables put to torture there with a view to castrate their brain and morale. Cruelty was the law of
the land and it was destroying them physically and spiritually. They were rendered to that position where the crocodile tears also didn't fall to their share.
In the midst of Trump's attacks on the media, comes this look at the rigorous, independent reporting of the year's most underreported news stories. While the country's president displays a brazen disregard
for the First Amendment and routinely demonizes the press as "the enemy of the people," Censored 2020 looks beyond Donald Trump's dizzying contempt for the truth to clarify the corporate media's
complicity in misinforming the American public--while also providing a clear vision of a better future, based on rigorous, trustworthy independent reporting that presents a fuller picture of truth. With a
discerning eye, Censored 2020 focuses the public's attention on the most important but underreported news stories of 2018-2019. These stories expose the corporate news media's systemic blind spots while
highlighting the crucial role played by independent journalists in providing the kind of news necessary for informed, engaged citizens. The book also examines this year's lowlights in "junk food news" and
"news abuse"--further revealing how corporate news often functions as propaganda--as well as highlights of exemplary organizations that champion "Media Democracy in Action." Additional chapters address
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the importance of constructive journalism, the untold story of Kashmir, news coverage of LGBTQ issues in the Trump era, "fake news" as a Trojan horse for censorship, and online memes as a form of
political communication.
Excellent work! Very relevant examples included including some very recent too. Great synthesis of essentials of marketing communications in the modern context. Mayur Abhaya Managing Director - Lifecell
International Arvin Subramanian has put together simple techniques that can be applied by today's marketers in preparing effective digital content strategies for a brand. In current times, the need to connect
with your audience locally is paramount and this book helps put that core thought into pragmatic solutions. Manish Kishore & Surej Salim, Founders - Digitally Inspired MediaAbout the book Today, India is
seeing tremendous internet penetration. Especially regional users are adopting the internet at a rapid pace. This opens up, phenomenal opportunities for brands to further expand and cater to such a new
internet audience. But the challenge for brands is that consumers from each regional market is starkly unique and different from each other. Brands cannot operate with one size fits for all strategy, in this kind
of situation. This handbook talks about the various stages and processes involved in customizing content strategy, to craft the brand’s regional narrative.
This Book Provides A Systematic Account Of The Basic Principles Involved In Engineering Drawing. The Treatment Is Based On The First Angle Projection.Salient Features: * Nomography Explained In
Detail. * 555 Self-Explanatory Solved University Problems. * Step-By-Step Procedures. * Side-By-Side Simplified Drawings. * Adopts B.I.S. And I.S.O. Standards. * 1200 Questions Included For Self Test.The
Book Would Serve As An Excellent Text For B.E., B.Tech., B.Sc. (Ap. Science) Degree And Diploma Students Of Engineering. Amie Students Would Also Find It Extremely Useful.
This book offers a timely yet comprehensive snapshot of innovative research and developments in the area of manufacturing. It covers a wide range of manufacturing processes, such as cutting, coatings,
and grinding, highlighting the advantages provided by the use of new materials and composites, as well as new methods and technologies. It discusses topics in energy generation and pollution prevention. It
shows how computational methods and mathematical models have been applied to solve a number of issues in both theoretical and applied research. Based on selected papers presented at the
Grabchenko’s International Conference on Advanced Manufacturing Processes (InterPartner-2019), held in Odessa, Ukraine on September 10-13, 2019, this book offers a timely overview and extensive
information on trends and technologies in the area of manufacturing, mechanical and materials engineering. It is also intended to facilitate communication and collaboration between different groups working
on similar topics, and to offer a bridge between academic and industrial researchers.
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